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AMS Broadcast Conference and IABM AGM
The American Meteorological Society’s 34th Conference on Broadcast Meteorology will be held 2-5 August 2005 at the Omni Shoreham Hotel in Washington, DC,
USA. The Broadcast conference will be held in conjunction with the 21st AMS
Conference on Weather Forecasting and Analysis and the 17th AMS Conference
on Numerical Weather Prediction, and there will be joint sessions between the
three conferences. A short course focusing on various aspects of weather analysis
and prediction will precede the conference on 1 August 2005 (separate registration is required for the short course).
A preliminary programme, registration, hotel, and general information can be
found on the AMS website http://www.ametsoc.org/AMS. Contact conference
chairwoman Jillene Wahl at tjvanhoy@swbell.net if you have any questions.
Also note that the Annual General Meeting of the IABM will be held during this
conference.
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Monterrey, Mexico’s third largest city and
the so-called “Sultan of the North” is, in fact,
a truly surprising city. A powerhouse of business and industry, this city is one of the most important production and trade centres in the country. But there is much more to Monterrey than just business and industry.
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There are a number of nearby attractions to attract tourists, especially those interested in a vacation complimented by all of the amenities that are associated
with the convenience that a large city offers. Quality restaurants, modern shopping malls, numerous
museums and cultural attractions abound here.
The mountains, canyons and desert that surround
the city offer pleasant diversion and a wide variety
of tourist activities, many of which are not readily
available anywhere else in Mexico. Some of the
México's best hiking, mountain biking, cave exploring and nature areas are located within fairly
close proximity to the city.

2nd World Conference on Broadcast Meteorology 2007
Chairman of the IABM Tomas
Molina has recently been in talks
with Mireia Belil, Director General of the Forum Foundation
who is in charge of coordinating
with the Forum Monterrey 2007
the contents of next event in
Mexico. Our plan is to hold the
2nd World Conference on Broadcast Meteorology in Monterrey,
some time between September
and November 2007.

see page 15 for more information
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Technical Conference on Public Weather Services
St Petersburg, Russia - February 21st / 22nd 2005
There are two major areas of interface
between weather broadcasters and the
World Meteorological Organisation.
These are the “Information and Public
Affairs Programme” (IPA) and the
“Public Weather Services Programme” (PWS).
It was through the IPA programme / office
that WMO provided support for the training
course organised by the IABM in conjunction with the Barcelona conference in June
2004. The PWS programme, on the other
hand, has been very active in preparing
Guideline documents that touch on many
aspects of media work. Both programmes
are involved in the provision of broadcast
training to the personnel of National Meteorological Services in developing countries.

2.
to improve economic efficiency, and
3.
to improve the
quality of life for citizens.
A set of high ideals indeed! Ideals, however, to
which every weather
broadcaster can relate.

Day One

The first presentation was
from Dr John Zillman,
past-President of WMO
The richly ornate façade of the
and familiar to many
members of the IABM
Cathedral of the Resurrection.
through his contributions
to the Barcelona conference. Dr
to whether one person’s enjoyment of
Zillman began by going all the way
a product or service necessarily preback to Aristotle, the acknowledged
cludes or limits the enjoyment of that
The PWS programme is part of the Comauthority on scientific matters for
product or service by someone else. If,
mission for Basic Systems (CBS); one of the
two millennia, from about 300BC to
for example, one person buys up all the
major Commissions of WMO. CBS meets in 1700AD. The “Book of Rains” by
ice cream from the local shop on a hot
full session every two years; the meetings
Leonardo marked the starting point
day, that prevents everyone else in the
normally last 8 or 9 days, and are preceded
for the developments of the Renaisneighbourhood from the enjoyment of
by a two-day Technical Conference deriving
sance period, which led to a theory
ice cream. Weather forecast services,
from one of the constituent programmes.
of Fluid Dynamics and thence to
This year it was the turn of the PWS Prosome of the key figures of meteorol- according to Dr Zillman, are different;
gramme to present a two-day conference in
ogy, such as Fitzroy, Mauré and Abbe. the fact that one person receives a
forecast which is of value to them does
advance of the CBS meeting held in St PeHe quoted Napier Shaw, a past Dinot prevent that same forecast being of
tersburg, Russia, where the daytime temrector of the UK Met Office: “The
peratures in late February hovered around
value to some other person.
stress of necessity over-rides the
minus 11 degrees C.
laws of conduct”. Thus the growth in
Excludability relates to the concept that
the establishment of National Meteonce a product or service is sold, it is
Introducing the conference Mr Dieter Schiorological Services was primarily a
difficult (or very expensive) to prevent
essl, speaking on behalf of the Secretary
response to society needs.
those who have not paid from gaining
General of WMO, outlined the raison d’etre
some value from the product. Any
for Public Weather Services; these were:
Dr Zillman reviewed the cost of the
product put out in the public arena, be
1.
To prevent high-impact weather
provision of NMS’s; expressed in US
it a news item or a weather forecast, is
events from becoming disasters;
currency as the annual cost per pernot excludable; it is there for all to take
son, the figures range from as
advantage of. By using these twin conlittle as 10c to $16, with an
cepts it is possible to arrive at an inaverage at about $1.60. He deformed definition as to what reasonably
fined the following classes;
represents “Public” weather services, as
Users - All who make use
opposed to specialised services which
of weather services
are targeted and sold to particular indiClients - Those who have a viduals and groups.
one-to-one relationship with
Dr Zillman concluded by emphasising
Met Services;
Customers - Those who purthe importance of National Met Services maintaining a high profile within
chase specialised services.
their own countries, and also the need
Referring to recent advances in for them to be able to demonstrate
economic theory, Dr Zillman
clearly the economic value of weather
Citizens of St Petersburg take an evening
categorised goods and services
services.
constitutional across the frozen Baltic as
according to concepts of rivalry
the sun sets over the Gulf of Finland.
and excludability. Rivalry relates The second speaker was Mr John
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Guiney of the USA, who took us on a tour
of weather websites. He prefaced his talk by
noting that, at present, there are approximately 840 million users of the Internet; a
figure which represents about 1 in 7 of the
world population. Of these users, about 1 in
25 (31 million) has a domain name of their
own. The expectation is that by 2010 up to
80% of the world’s population will be ‘on’
the Internet.
In reviewing the good, the bad and the
sometimes ugly in weather websites Mr
Guiney emphasised the importance of the
Internet in facilitating outreach and education. He identified the direct access of users
to databases via the Internet as being of
special value, noting also that this brought up
many security issues.
There followed a paper from M Deaudelin of
Environment Canada; M Deaudelin was not
able to attend in person and his paper was
presented by Pierre Eckert of Meteo Swiss.
This presentation dealt with the need to
adapt “output systems” in weather offices to multiple uses. The approach in
Environment Canada has been to produce a definitive forecast database for
about 1200 points; routine forecasts can
be prepared by the direct application of
appropriate production software to this
database. This means that forecaster
time – a critical resource – is freed up
to concentrate on high-impact weather.
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casting, and adopted a working definition of the period from 6 to 12 hours
ahead. The concepts behind SWIRLS
included the idea that forecast should
be weighted by population density,
and that it should be possible to provide a location-specific product,
through the use of a database enquiry.

defined (i.e. the cost of taking effective
action to prevent weather-related
damage divided by the losses that
would accrue if no preventative action
was taken). If the probability of a given
forecast event taking place exceeded
the cost/loss ratio, then action was
justified. However, there would be a
number – perhaps many – false alarms.

Mr Lai discussed the importance of
having appropriate validations of forecasts produced by Nowcasting systems. The systems needed to incorporate methods to characterise displacement, volume, and pattern errors. The skill of the system needed
to be assessed as a function of rainfall
intensity, and of spatial scales. However, the basic fundamental of all
Nowcasting systems remained;
fresher observations add to forecast
quality. Current computer forecasts
are manually “tweaked” by forecasters to take account of later observa-

It will never be possible to get rid of
uncertainty in weather forecasting.
What EPS does is to allow us to quantify the uncertainty, and ultimately to
reduce it. However, to use EPS products to there fullest extent implied a
need to re-think forecast processes
and also change the way in which we
present forecasts. Education of both
forecasters and users was certainly
required.
An outline of the capabilities of the
new Meteosat Second Generation
followed; a strongly visual presentation, it clearly showed the vast
range of new imagery and information which is becoming available.
The existing “old” Meteosat will
finish operational transmission of
images in December 2005.

Following the dissertation on
workstation systems from DWD
(dealt with separately), the first
day of the Technical Conference
Environment Canada has been through
rounded off with a talk from John
a lengthy and painful process of rationKermond from the Office of
alisation; one of the results of this procGlobal Programs (OGP) of NOAA
ess is that they have developed a proA view over the snow-covered square in on the RANET project. This professional training programme aimed at
front of the Winter Palace, looking across ject uses radio broadcasts to disassisting meteorological professionals
tribute web page information on
through change. Environment Canada
weather and related topics
tions; the task of automatic systems
has had to change; it is willing to share its
through some of the most remote
is to add fresh observations to model parts of Africa, where connectivity to
experiences with others who, for whatever
forecast data in a structured way so
the Internet through landlines is still a
reason, must face the same prospect.
as to produce, more efficiently, an
long way off.
The Technical Conference then had a presoptimal forecast for the user.
entation from German weather graphics
In this project, the OGP works closely
Ken Mylne of the UK Met Office
firm “ask visual”, corporate members of the
with community radio stations in rural
considered the use of Ensemble PreIABM. This presentation, along with a prescommunities; the presentation focusdiction Systems (EPS) and how they
entation from DWD on new generation
sed especially on the work carried out
might change our approach to premeteorological workstations, are dealt with
in Kenya. The broadcasts of these
paring and presenting forecasts. Dein a separate article elsewhere in this issue
stations are received through “windterministic forecasts (one-off model
up” radios which need neither mains
of “Up Front”.
runs) have always been capable of
nor battery electricity to maintain
operation. Connecting these radios to
Edwin Lai from the Hong Kong Observatory, statistical interpretation by Gaussian
techniques; these statistics can be
a PC means that web pages can be
China, introduced the Conference to the
used as a benchmark for the evaluadownloaded and read. Of course the
“SWIRLS” Nowcasting system in use in
radio stations are primarily aimed at
Hong Kong. Noting that the original definition of EPS forecasts.
normal programming; Dr Kermond
tion of Nowcasting was in relation to
Applying statistical forecast products
stated that the OGP works on the 1%
weather just 2 hours ahead, he stated that
in a systematic manner means that
principle; 1% of broadcasting time for
there was now a blurring of the boundaries
between Nowcasting and Short-Range Fore- the cost-to-loss ratio must first be
(Continued on page 4)
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(Continued from page 3)

weather; 99% for other content.
The weather information is frequently tied in
with other information of great interest to
rural communities; commodity prices on the
main Nairobi market, for example, which
allows farmers to maximise the price which
they can receive for their produce. The
dissemination of health information is also
very important, and this can often be related
to the weather when conditions are such as
to promote, or retard, the spread of disease.
RANET allows valuable information – including weather information – to be easily and
efficiently spread through many remote
communities. The presentation concluded with a short video illustrating
the project at work in rural Kenya.

Threats:
Competition exists for the resources
needed by Met Services, and also for
the responsibilities which they exercise.
Well-known Cuban meteorologist
Jose Rubiera then followed with a talk
which reviewed the most recent,
very active hurricane season in the
Caribbean. Cuba suffered direct
strikes from three powerful hurricanes, yet fatalities were kept well
down in single figures from a combi-

Day 2

of the Russian Federation, followed
with some thoughts on the Russian
experience in Public Weather Services.
They have found that the cost of investment in meteorological facilities is
returned five-fold into the community.
Spending on Met Services needed to
be categorised as investment rather
than expenditure. The problem was
usually to convince the bureaucrats
who controlled the purse-strings of
the value of this investment. He
painted a picture of the bureaucrat in
the “comfy armchair”, nominally responsible but in reality only concerned
with maintaining his own position and
avoiding any trouble or difficulty.
It was a picture readily recognisable to all who attended, coming
as they did from many countries
and cultures.

The second day of the Technical Conference began with a paper by Dr
David Rogers, the Director of the UK
Met Office. As Dr Rogers could not
attend the conference in person, due
to pressure of work, his thoughts were
delivered by Ms Haleh Kootval, Chief
of PWS with WMO. Dr Rogers referred to the overwhelming amount of
data that was available to NMS’s, and
asked why this could not be used
more effectively. He then went on to
carry out a classical SWOT analysis of
National Met Services, arriving at the
following conclusions:
Strengths:
1.
NMS’s are providers of quality
technical data
2.
Increasingly accurate forecast
information is now available
3.
Many NMS’s have direct access
to the public
4.
Co-operation between NMS’s
is good.
Weaknesses:
1.
There is little or no training for users of weather information
2.
Weather information is not wellintegrated into decision –making processes
3.
Most Met Services are in a weak
position with their governments.
Opportunities:
1.
There is a growing awareness of
vulnerability due to extreme weather
2.
New delivery tools are coming onstream
3.
There are new research programmes for developing a deeper understanding of the atmosphere
4.
There is greater international co-

Gerald Fleming, delivering the
keynote speech on media, gave
an overview of developing trends
and technology. He summarised
the state of weather broadcasting in four geographical regions;
the US, Europe, Asia, and the
Developing World. Taking a
closer look at his “home turf” in
Europe, he spoke of the tendency for globalisation of
weather information; of the multiplication of scales (in space and
time) for which weather information is now demanded. He
posed three key questions that
related to the development of
European weather broadcasting:

Heading out of doors in minus 11 degrees
requires careful preparation.
nation of good forecasting, good
communication with the public
through radio and television, and the
mobilisation of comprehensive disaster preparedness plans. While Cuba
has an enviable record in safeguarding
the lives of its citizens from the depredations of hurricanes, Dr Rubiera
noted that the decade from 1994 to
2004 represented the most active 10year period on record for Cuba
(where records go back well into the
19th century). For the forecaster,
staying ahead of the challenge is becoming ever more difficult.
Roman Vilfand, head of forecasting
with Roshydromet, the Met Service

Will all television weather eventually devolve to the US
model, or are there other
solutions?
Will governments (through public sector broadcasters) continue to have an involvement?
What are the roles of the private
sector vis-à-vis the public
sector – both in broadcasting
and in meteorology?

Recognising that there is a proliferation of broadcast companies in Europe,
an NMS now typically has a multiplicity
of (relatively) low-value clients, where
before they had one high-value client
in the national public service broadcaster. Mr Fleming identified as critical
the issues of EU regulation and
whether or not the concept of public
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service broadcasting, supported by the licence fee, could endure. He dealt with the
importance of NMS’s selecting a good communicator to represent the Service where
they had direct access to broadcasting but
noted that, with the ever-increasing number
of channels, it was becoming more and more
difficult to build up a relationship of credibility between the weather broadcaster and
the viewer.
Turning to the new technologies such as the
Internet and mobile communications, Mr
Fleming noted that the existence of these
new means of information transfer now
posed new challenges
for Met Services.
There was now a wish
to have weather information available
everywhere, all the
time, immediately,
cheaply and with relevance. Exploiting the
new media meant that
Met Services needed
to take on or develop
new skills, such as
editorial skills, or in
visual design. They
also needed to become more flexible in
responding to opportunity. These challenges would put
severe pressures on
resources.
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attachment in these training studios
as part of their own education and
formation.
The growth of dependable regular
weather broadcasting had contributed to better disaster management
in Africa through the improved communication of warnings, and had also
led to better use of weather information in agriculture and health. It was
his experience that more resources
were now made available to NMS’s at
times of severe weather, because of
an improved appreciation of their

knowledge was equally important as
the creation of knowledge. However,
training in weather presentation had to
respect national peculiarities.
Turning to the situation in Croatia, he
outlined a major public survey which
had been carried out; this showed a
strong signal (80%) in favour of the
presentation of weather bulletins by
meteorologists. There had been a
tendency for some broadcasters to use
non-meteorological presenters, but
the research had convinced them to
return to the use of meteorologists
on-air.

Pierre Eckert
then tackled the
difficult concept
of the use of
uncertainty in
forecasting. He
defined two
types of uncertainty; one where
the evolution of
the synoptic
situation is
known, but difficult to forecast
(e.g. the occurrence of thunderstorms, or
fog) and the
other where the
synoptic evolution is itself unAn account of the
certain. The first
L to R: Sam Muchemi, Haleh Kootval, Gerald Fleming, Elena Cordone- case demands a
impact of television
anu, Ivan Cacic, Jose Rubiera, Ahmed Al-Harthy and Edwin ST Lai.
weather broadcasts in
good climatologiAfrica was given by
cal knowledge of
Sam Muchemi. He noted that this developthe forecaster; the latter case is now
vital role.
ment had been kick-started in many counusually a medium-range problem, and
tries through the work of the PWS procan be best tackled by ensemble techThe theme of training was examined
gramme, and through aid provided by a
by Ivan Cacic in the following talk; he
niques.
number of the larger NMS’s. It was clear
defined the entities of Information
that the commencement of television
and Target, and understood that
Meteo Swiss have developed a classifiweather broadcasts had led to increased
good communication entailed joining
cation scheme for synoptic situations,
visibility for the NMS’s; increased demand
these in a dynamic manner. In addiwith related probabilities for the ocfor products and services; increased availtion to the direct perceptions
currence of rainfall etc. This scheme is
ability of public funds, and increased interacthrough vision and sound, he talked
populated with ensemble members;
of the meta-information which was
climatological corrections are then
tion with specialised users.
communicated through attitude and
applied as the forecasts are re-scaled
The improved interaction with broadcasting
to provide local probabilities. The goal
personality.
had led to a reduction in suspicion between
is to end up with more reliable probthe world of meteorology and the media,
This led on to a consideration of the
abilities than can be obtained from the
with each learning from the other. Weather
importance of body language in devel- use of models alone.
service staff had learned how to write for
oping and driving the Credibilitybroadcasting and for the print media, while
Visibility relationship; good presentHe then went on to consider the applijournalists had learned some basic concepts
ers should create the concept of
cation of forecast probabilities to realof meteorology. The provision of training
weather at first hand. The weather
world problems and decisions. The
facilities in weather studios had brought
presenter was at the top of an inforeconomic value of the forecast demore advantages; media students worked on mation “iceberg”, and the transfer of
(Continued on page 6)
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pended on two factors:
1.
The hit rate / false alarm rate
2.
The cost / loss ratio of the
customer.
He concluded that probabilistic forecasts were of greatest use to professional users, and that Met Services
needed to promote the use of cost/
loss analyses to complement these
forecast products.
Zhang Goucai gave an overview of the
development of Public Weather Services in China. The weather-related
losses in China amount to about ten
thousand million US dollars annually,
with yearly deaths averaging out at
about 1000 persons. There is also a
requirement to provide detailed forecasts for state events and other great
occasions.
The Chinese Meteorological Agency
provides advice to the Chinese government on climate change, and also
carries out assessments of windenergy resources – China expects to
increase the exploitation of wind energy in the next few years. Exploitation of cloud water is also examined,
as China is a country of water shortages, and all available moisture resources must be used.
Turning to the use of the media, Mr
Goucai noted that there were about
100 million people in China with mobile phones, so this represented a very
important channel of communication.
The CMA provides weather on 8
television channels of the state broadcaster; these were the highest
watched programmes on TV. In order
to keep up to date with their public,
the CMA conducts annual surveys of
users.
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The final module of the Conference
focussed on the socio-economic benefits of public weather services. Dr John
Zillman returned to provide a deeper
examination of the economic theories
underlying public and private goods. He
introduced the audience to cost and
benefit curves, showing how their intersection defined the location of the
maximum benefit with respect to cost.
He outlined a range of methods for
evaluating the benefits of NMS’s, which
were:
Market prices;
Normative or prescriptive decision-making models;
Descriptive behavioural response
studies, and
Contingent valuation studies (surveybased approach)
Christian Blondin picked up this theme
when examining methodologies for
user-based assessment. He noted that
NMS’s were judged on the quality of
service, but that this was assessed subjectively. Quality was necessary in product, in service and in use; all three were
necessary for an entirely satisfactory
outcome. NMS’s needed to talk to users to assess quality; they needed to
plan for this; it was a strategic choice.
He outlined a number of case studies in
which the NMS mis-interpreted the
needs of the client, providing them with
forecasts which did not assist clients in
answering their critical weather-related
questions. A fascinating example was
when the operators of the Eiffel Tower
in Paris requested a wind forecast from
Meteo France. It was assumed that they
were primarily interested in the maximum wind speed, for safety reasons.
What transpires was that they were
especially interested in average wind

speeds between 20 and 40 Km/hr, as
these gave rise to resonance vibrations in
the lift cables.
M Blondin outlined some methodologies
that might be used to gauge customer
satisfaction, but cautioned against pitfalls
such as asking the wrong questions. The
tolerance of decision-makers to a delay in
the provision of a forecast, for example,
would change from one user to another,
and this would need to be elicited.
Having defined the “players” in the
weather business in Europe (the state,
the users, the NMS and the private
weather companies) M Blondin went on
to consider the evolutionary steps that
were (or might) take place between
these players. Beginning from a position
where there was an NMS monopoly,
there would be a phase where the private sector was seen as unwanted competition; then an organised co-existence
between public and private sectors, and
finally a win-win partnership where each
side could play to its strengths.
At the end of the Conference there was
a one-hour long Panel Discussion during
which there was a lively discussion on
many of the topics covered. Finally, it was
time for the wrap; speakers and listeners
alike departing to digest the tremendous
amount of information imparted over the
two days while enjoying some excellent
Russian cuisine and, one suspects, the
odd tot of vodka.

Gerald Fleming April 2005

Changes within the Public Weather Services structure
The PWS Programme of WMO
encompasses the work of three
Expert Teams.

Kevin has now moved into the area of
Bushfire Research, and for this reason he
was no longer able to continue as chair
One of these was titled the Expert Team of the PWS Programme. By agreement
on Media Issues, under the chairmanship Gerald Fleming has now transferred to
of Gerald Fleming (past chairman of the become chair of the Programme for the
IABM). The Programme itself has been
next four years; his place as chair of the
chaired for the past four years by Kevin media-focussed Expert Team going to
O’Loughlin of the Australian Bureau of
Mr Jon Gill of Australia. The three Expert Teams have also been re-named to
Meteorology.

reflect some changes in emphasis; they
are now as follows:
ET on Communication of PWS
(Chair Mr Jon Gill, Australia)
ET on Services and Products Improvements (Chair Mr John Guiney,
USA)
ET on PWS in support of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation (Chair Mr M.C.
Wong, Hong Kong China)
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There are a significant number of
weather broadcasters active as members
of the ETs, including Sam Muchemi,
Claire Martin (Vice-Chair of the IABM),
Edwin Lai, Ivan Cacic, Jose Rubiera, and
Tanja Cegnar (Chair of the media committee of the EMS).
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severe weather section where he managed the regional Tropical Cyclone
Warning service. In 1996, Jon moved to
the Bureau's Head Office in Melbourne
to supervise the national Tropical Cyclone Warning programme. In 2001, Jon
returned to regional operations, this time
as su-

Jon Gill, the new Chair of ET-COM,
joined the Australian Bureau of Meteorology in 1985 after graduating from the
University of Melbourne. Upon completion of the Bureau's meteorologist training course, Jon was posted to the forecasting office in Darwin. In his 10 years
there he worked as an operational forecaster before moving into the

Jon Gill

pervisor of the forecast office for the
State of Victoria.
The key figure in the PWS programme,
of course, is Ms Haleh Kootval of the
WMO Secretariat who continues as
Chief of the PWS Programme, organising
and co-ordinating many activities around
Our warm congratulations to Haleh
Kootval who took some time off
between conferences, training courses
and meetings to "tie the knot" when she
married Dr. David Rogers, the PR of the
British Met Office in March. We
wish them many years of happiness
together.

NinJo and family – a new meteorological workstation.
During the recent Technical Conference on Public Weather Services, there were two presentations which focussed on meteorological workstations, and in particular on the NinJo project. Dr
Florian Schroeder of “ask visual” provided an
overview of the NinJo family while Dr Koppert of
DWD gave some insights on how these advanced
tools might be best used.

which has been in use, at various stages of development, since
1993. It can be used to service television, the internet, and the
printed press, and can run on low-cost Linux PCs or on Silicon
Graphics equipment. Dr Schroeder displayed many beautiful
graphic images which had been prepared in TriVis; these are
best seen on the ask visual website at www.askvisual.de/
starte.html (or follow the link from the Corporate Members
page of the IABM website).

Returning to a deeper consideration of NinJo, Dr Koppert
Dr Schroeder described the full range of graphics workstations defined the four key tasks of meteorological workstations:
now available in Germany:
NinJo: This is a heavyweight; a fully-featured, platform independent, meteorological workstation. Developed through the
initiative of a number of NMS’s (Germany, Switzerland, Denmark, Canada) it may well become the standard workstation
for European NMS’s. It is understood that the UK Met Office
have recently decided to abandon plans to upgrade their own
in-house workstation and engage instead with the NinJo project. At its current stage, NinJo represents about 100 personyears of development work.

1.
2.
3.
4.

to make forecasters life easier
to facilitate data management
to maintain situational awareness, and
to automate routine tasks.

A workstation should have an intelligent display, to allow highlight areas which focus attention on a specific hazard. A workstation should allow problems to be easily identified; this could
involve looking backwards as well as forwards, for example
when aggregating recent and forecast rainfall. There should be
a system of proactive alerts of potentially severe events. A
good workstation can assist the forecasters to compare model
output with observation by, for example, providing a synthetic
satellite image to compare with the real satellite image.

Javamap: A medium-weight workstation which re-uses some
NinJo packages and can plug into NinJo databases. This is suitable for a dependent forecaster position, or for a client with
sophisticated needs. It is currently used in Germany as a “front
end” by the roads authorities; there are in total more than 200 Ideally, a workstation should handle all the interactivity of the
client installations. It includes a statistical module, and also the forecaster with both model and observational data, then producing and storing the “best” data
capacity to generate charging information.
set in a consolidated database which
Skyview: A light-weight workstation based on Macromedia
can, in turn, be used to drive the
Flash. This package is primarily designed for online, interactive production software.
use and has been employed to provide a service to private
aviation since 2002.
TriVis: A presentation package for weather in the media

The IABM is grateful to all of our corporate sponsors
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Charley, Frances, Ivan and Jeanne
By Amy Sweezey, Broadcast Meteorologist, WESH-TV Orlando, Florida
We were in continuous coverage for a total of 12 days for
Charley, Frances and Jeanne. During my 12-hour shifts, I did
updates as much as three or four times every 30 minutes,
sometimes for up to five or six minutes at a time. Needless to
Last season’s four
impressive hurricanes say, it didn’t leave much time for eating or using the bathall made landfall in the room…two things VITAL to a 9-month pregnant woman! I
state of Florida within quickly learned during Charley that a few things would have to
change. After that first hurricane, I learned to sit as much as
a six-week period.
As a broadcast mete- possible and traded my high heels for bedroom slippers.
orologist for the
NBC television affili- As Jeanne made its way across the Bahamas, I knew my time
ate in Orlando, I
was near. Jeanne’s eye was less than 150 miles away from
watched all four
Florida and I was six days away from 40 weeks. At this point,
storms with avid
not only were my co-workers brushing up on their first aid
interest. Not only
skills but my bosses were worried that an ambulance might
did I have the respon- not be able to get from the TV station to the hospital if I did
sibility of forecasting go into labor at work. Their fears never materialized as I forethe storms’ develop- casted Jeanne’s path one last time and left for the hospital. I
ment, growth and
gave birth the next day. Because the area was placed under a
progression for our
curfew, I wasn’t allowed to leave the hospital. So a normally
viewers, I also lived in one-night stay for childbirth turned into a four-night stay. This
the heart of Central
time I watched my co-workers on TV and watched shingles
Florida, the exact
and sheets of plywood blow from buildings out my hospital
area in the cross hairs window. When I finally left the hospital, it was to a house with
of three of the hurri- no electricity (again!).
canes. Oh, and did I mention I was nine-months pregnant at
I started maternity leave from work thinking it was going to be
the time?
nice break from the hurricanes. Little did I realize that being a
mom is a lot more difficult than living through a few hurriI had to board up my windows (well, okay, my husband actucanes. Of course, the pay-off is much better. My daughter is
ally did that part), stand in line for water and canned food, eat precious, if I do say so myself. She was worth every second of
by candlelight when the power went out, dodge fallen trees
the extra stress.
and flying debris on my commute to and from work, patch up
my roof when the neighbor’s tree punctured a
hole in it (okay, another of my husband’s jobs),
and pay generously for a generator and gasoline
upon realization that being without electricity
for more than two days is not as fun as going
camping. I also had to report to work each day
with a suitcase and sleeping bag in tow in case I
was unable to make it home at the end of my
12-15 hour shift. Add to that the swollen ankles, sore back, sleepless nights, and the extra
25 pounds I was lugging around, and you’ll get
an idea of the fun to be had!
Charley, Frances, Ivan and Jeanne. Four names I
won’t soon forget.

When I learned I was pregnant with my first
child, it was a running joke among family and
friends that I was due during Florida’s peak
hurricane season. Little did I realize through
the laughter, the stress it would cause. Of
course, most of my co-workers worried that I
would go into labor while at work and they’d
have to deliver my baby on the set. Fortunately, the old wives tale about women going
into labor when the air pressure changes didn’t hold true for
me. My daughter was born right on time despite having three
perfect opportunities to surprise us.
Once my TV station began continuous coverage of each hurricane, I worked a schedule of 12 hours on and 12 hours off.

By the way, I know what you’re thinking. No, I didn’t name my
girl Charley, Frances or Jeanne. Her name is Jaelyn. But even
without the name, in my mind, she’ll forever be “my hurricane
baby.”
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Greenhouse gases 'do warm oceans'
By Paul Rincon BBC News science reporter, in Washington DC

Scientists say they have
"compelling" evidence that ocean
warming over the past 40 years can
be linked to the industrial release of
carbon dioxide.
US researchers compared the rise in
ocean temperatures with predictions
from climate models and found human
activity was the most likely cause.

a decade of earlier results, the debate
about whether or not there is a global
warming signal here and now is over at
least for rational people."
Unless we know what we're dealing
with, I think it's going to be pretty hard
to fix it Dr Tim Barnett, Scripps Institution of Oceanography

decades immediately ahead, say the team.
The western US is already experiencing
water shortages and research suggests
that the region could face a water crisis
within 20 years.
In the South American Andes and western China, millions of people could be
left without adequate water during the
summer due to accelerated melting of
glaciers.

The team fed different scenarios into
In coming decades, the warming will have computer simulations to try to reproa dramatic impact on regional water sup- duce the observed rise in ocean temperatures over the last 40 years.
"If the snow pack melts sooner, and if
plies, they predict.
societies don't have the ability catch all of
Details of the study were released at a
They used several scenarios to try to
that water, they're going to end up with
major science meeting in Washington
explain the oceanic observations, includ- water shortages in the summer," Dr
ing natural climate variability, solar radia- Barnett explained.
DC.
tion and volcanic emissions, but all fell
The conference is the annual gathering of short.
According to the Scripps researcher,
the American Association for the Adpolitical leadership was now needed to
"What absolutely nailed it was greenvancement of Science (AAAS).
avert a global disaster.
house warming," said Dr Barnett.
'High confidence'
"Hopefully we can get the US cranked
"This is perhaps the most compelling
This model reproduced the observed
around in that direction. I think the first
evidence yet that global warming is hap- temperature changes in the oceans with a thing to do is figure out the global warmpening right now and it shows that we
statistical confidence of 95%, conclusive
ing-related problems we have ahead of us
can successfully simulate its past and
proof - say the researchers - that global
around the world.
likely future evolution," said lead author
warming is being caused by human activiTim Barnett, of the climate research
"Unless we know what we're dealing
ties.
division at the Scripps Institution of
with, I think it's going to be pretty hard
Oceanography in San Diego, California.
'Political action'
to fix it."
Regional water supplies will be dramati"If you take this data and combine it with cally affected by climate change in the
©BBC
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100 YEARS OF WEATHER IN ALBERTA
Weather in Alberta can be
summed up in one word – extreme. No two years, two decades even two centuries are
alike. In this western, land
locked province of Canada, the
“wait 5 minutes and the
weather will change” rule is as
applicable on a day to day basis
as it is to our long-term climate. After all this part of the
country is where tropical temperatures and grazing dinosaurs were once replaced by
kilometre thick ice. When it
comes to weather, Albertans
have come to expect the unexpected from mother nature.

record remains unchallenged as the
coldest ever
observed in
Canada.

On a national
level, Alberta
holds no major weather
records. But
we do have
an entire
weather phenomenon
named after
us. The Alberta Clipper
was named after the clipper sailing ships,
which were at one time the fastest vesAs Alberta celebrates it's 100th birthday sels on the seas. Clipper storms are
this year, I thought I'd share with our
born just east of the Rockies, in southinternational readers a few of the more western Alberta, and race along at 50notable extremes that have put my new 70 km/h across the plains before diving
south-eastwards across the Great Lakes.
home on the map!
On this track southern provinces of
Canada, and even the eastern seaboard
Let's start with something quintessenof the United States, may see several
tially Canadian – the cold!
centimetres of snow, followed by vioEdmonton’s coldest winter was recorded in 1886/87 with average Decem- lent winds often in excess of 100 km/h.
ber to February temperatures of only – This combination snow and wind results
20 deg C. A full 7 deg C below normal. in near blizzard conditions for those
Calgary's coldest winter fell over 1968- areas affected.
69 with an average temperature of -17
deg C. It is however Fort Vermilion that Oh yes – that brings us onto the subject
holds the all-time provincial record for of blizzards: Southern Alberta can be
considered the “home of the blizzard”
the coldest start to the morning comwith at least one major storm occurring
mute. On January 11, 1911 their temon average
every winter.
Some of the
most legendary of these
events occurred
around the
winters of
1904-07 with
stories of
cowboys
fighting to
keep both
cattle and
themselves
alive in horrendous
weather conperature dropped to a bone chilling –
ditions. Too often it was a losing battle,
61.1 deg C Outside of the Yukon, this
as subsequent spring melts uncovered

literally herds of dead animals and even
the odd human corpse.
On the upside we also get Chinooks:
The Chinook or the “snow eater” is
perhaps Alberta’s greatest weather legacy. In the depth of winter warm, dry
winds funnel out from the foothills and
fan across south-western Alberta bringing spring like weather conditions to
blanket the area for days.
Sometimes, these winds can be unbelievably dramatic. At midnight on Jan 27,
1962 thermometers at Pincher Creek,
Alberta read –19 deg C. In under an
hour the mercury had soared 22 degrees as the winds swung round to
south-westerly 70-95 km/h. Pincher
Creek has an average number of 29
Chinook days in the winter months.
However Lethbridge is known as the
Chinook capital of Canada. There these
warm winds blow an average of 35 days
per winter. On February 25, 1986 Chinook winds gusted to 166 km/h at
Lethbridge airport causing considerable
damage. Cars and planes were “pebbledashed” by flying debris and 107 cm of
snow-pack melted in just eight hours.
What were once white fields and pastures, turned to lakes in a matter of
hours.
Summer is brief in Alberta and yes,
snow still falls!
In 1963 112 cm of snow fell over a 24
hour period at Livingstone Ranger station in south-western Alberta. For
(Continued on page 11)
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When it
comes to
costly hazardous
weather,
Albertans
have
learned to
“All Hail
Calgary”.
Until the
Ice Storm
of 1998,
Calgary
held the
dubious
record for
the most
expensive
(Continued from page 10)
natural disaster in Canadian insurance
eleven years, this statistic stood as the
industry
record for the greatest one-day snowfall history. A
in all of Canada. What was wonderfully
supperremarkable about this event – and so
hour 30very Alberta’esque – was the date the
minute
hailstorm
snow fell: June 29!
pounded
that city
Summer in Alberta is not for the weakhearted. We have many wonderful days, on September 7,
but we also have some severe ones.
1991 and
On the afternoon of Friday July 31, 1987 led to
an F4 tornado tore through the east and 116,000
damage
industrial side of the City of Edmonton.
claims,
Transmission towers were toppled and
buildings obliterated as roaring winds up totalling
nearly
to 400 km/h flattened the city. Cars and
trucks were thrown like toys over fields $400 miland roads. The final toll was 27 dead, 253 lion.
injured, hundreds left homeless and prop- “Hailstorm
erty damage in excess of $250 million. In Alley” is a
100-km wide corridor running from Calthe 30 years before 2000, there were
reports of 169 tornadoes in our province, gary to just west of Edmonton. Under
certain conditions strong thunderstorms
on a total of 118 days, killing 34 people.
lifted high
by the
mountains, and
fuelled by
shallow
lakes
sweep
across
the area.
On average the
corridor
gets 5-6
days per
summer
with
hailstorms –
more
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than anywhere else in Canada. In a matter
of minutes crops can be completely destroyed. Almost 3% of Alberta’s total
potential crop yield are wiped out annually by hail in this region.
Hail can damage crops beyond recognition in under a few minutes, yet far more
widespread and long lasting damage can
occur much less dramatically – with
drought. The 1930's saw provincial summertime rainfall amounts drop by 5080%. The 1980’s saw much the same.
Following a severely dry winter, by May
and June of 1988 fields province-wide
were bone dry and, when stepped upon,
grass crunched underfoot. The '80's
were hot yet individual records from the
'30's still stand today. Calgary’s hottest
day ever occurred in July 1933 at 36. 1
deg C, and Alberta’s all time record high

temperature was set in July 1931 when
Bassano Dam recorded a temperature of
43.3 deg C.
Here's hoping as we head into the next
100 years, that the weather in this province will continue to be just as dramatic –
it sure keeps me on my toes.
Claire Martin
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Weather World 2005 JAPAN
The 1st Festival of Broadcast
Meteorology was held in Tokyo,
Japan 26th February 2005 as the
main event of ‘’Weather World
2005 JAPAN”.
It’s like Japanese edition of F.I.M. and
the number of visitors totalled
23,000 over the period of WW2005.
The purposes of this festival were to
improve the skill of weather broadcasting, to give opportunity to meet
with weather broadcasters from all
over the Japan and to make friendship. Thirty weather presenters sent
videotapes to F.B.M. filmed their program. After seeing and evaluating all
presentations, guest broadcasters,
audience and Weather Broadcaster
Network gave some prize to them.
The best prize was chosen by IABM
chairman Tomas Molina.
As we have no chance to see local
TV station’s weather program and
most of local TV station’s weather
broadcasters have no chance to get
any advise from colleagues, this event
became so useful opportunity for us.
In addition, as Asian broadcasters
including Japanese have a little chance
to go to Europe and U.S., we are
really grateful to Tomas. We could
know the international trends by his
speech and comments.
Now, we are planning to make this
festival bigger. We are aspiring for
expanding the entrants of this event
to other Asian countries not limited
to Japan. Finally we are deeply appreciative of Tomas’s kindly visitation to
Japan.
Yoshikazu Idesako
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Japan is an astonishing country
Japan is an astonishing country; at least
that was my first impression. I had the
opportunity to travel to Tokyo to participate in the 1st Festival of Broadcast Meteorology and be part of the conferences
programme that was held for professionals during the festival.

We had the opportunity to talk about
our points of view. The Festival has a
discussion time; when the Jury can ask
the weather presenters some questions
or give them some advice. This is a very
good initiative that may help the weather
presenters to do better in their jobs.

the screen to show “additional” information or to highlight the most important
messages.

I have to say that I learned a lot from this
experience. It is like the Festival International de la Météo de Issy les Molineaux,
where many of us had our first contact
My speech was about the weather pres- We talked about the “importance” of the seeing the weather programmes from
entations on television around the world, weather anchor or broadcast meteorolo- abroad, and began to introduce changes
and I showed a 40 minutes video with
gist, in Japan the information itself has a
and updates to our own weather promajor role in the programme, while in
grams.
weather programs.
many parts of the world, the weather
presenter is always in front of the infor- We have to think for our 2nd World
I was also asked to be a member of the
mation.
jury of the Festival, so the organization
Conference in Broadcast Meteorology, if
gave me a DVD with 30 weather presenit would be a good idea to have a workWe talked about the “detailed data”
shop on weather presentation around
tations from Japan.
available in Japan, in many countries we
the world, where we can see and give
do not go so far as giving forecast for
our points of view to what other TV
Both of us were shocked: For me their
stations and broadcast meteorologist do
presentations where too full of informa- every 3 hours for the next two days, or
tion and data, and for them, the rest of
health and laundry indexes.
in their own countries.
the world was almost empty weather
They use the bottom and both side of
programmes.
Tomas Molina

Weather Trivia (some might be true!)
Randy Groundhogs
In the past 60 years of Groundhog Day,
the groundhog has only predicted the
weather correctly 28% of the time. The
rushing back and forth of the animals from
burrows is believed to indicate sexual
activity, not trying to find shade from the
sun.
USA set to beat climate change
emissions!
The energy in an average one day hurricane could power the
United States for three years.
Winter draws on?
Butte in Montana has more days each year where the temperature drops below freezing (223 days) than any other city in any
other state in the USA (excluding Alaska)
Female emancipation?
Eighty-five percent of the people killed by lightning are male.

Bent Referee?
A lightning strike in the Democratic
Republic of Congo killed all 11 members of one soccer team while leaving
the opposing team in the match untouched, leading to accusations of
witchcraft by the survivors.
Enough to take your breath away!
The fastest wind speed ever recorded was 318 mph in one of
the tornadoes to hit Oklahoma on May 3rd 1999.
Storm Warning
On average, the United States experiences 100,000 thunderstorms each year, causing about 1,000 tornadoes. The National
Weather Service says an average of 42 people are killed by
tornadoes annually.

Parky in Pluto
If you could measure the temperature
in a deserted region of space, with
nothing for light years around, it would
We all pine for a good weather forecast...
be about 2.7 degrees Kelvin (-454 deYou can use pine cones to forecast the weather: The scales
grees Fahrenheit). Zero degrees Kelvin
will close when rain is on the way.
is 'absolute zero,' the point at which
molecules have no kinetic energy and
We always knew that it always rains at the weekend
Weekends in most cities are wetter than weekdays, according therefore stand dead still. The 2.7 deto climatologists. By analysing weather data going back to 1946 grees figure arises from the microwave
background radiation which is energy
they found that Saturdays are 22% rainier than Mondays. The
left over from the Big Bang that floods
likely culprit is air pollution caused by factories and vehicles.
The pollution builds up toward the end of the week, increasing the universe in all directions.
the chances for rain, then clears during the weekend to bring
better weather on Mondays.
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View from the Chair - Tomas Molina
ence, and even
show images of
what’s happening
abroad.
We are actually
weather journalists. We bring
the news and the
knowledge about
climate change
and global warming to our viewers, and in many
cases we give
Tomas Molina - the Chairman of the IABM
tips on environmental good behavior. We explain
people about *phenology, and how
OUR ROLE
the weather makes influence in our
natural surroundings, birds, garThere are a lot of people that think
dens, trees, and in fact, in our daythat we just present on television the
to-day life.
weather forecast.
We are actually science journalists,
In fact that is true, but we do many
and science people on air.
The role we play in our society is
other things as important as that one,
an important role.
and most people haven’t realized.
In some cases, we even do the
weather forecast itself in our office.
Many of us always correct and adjust
the forecast given by our service providers, as National Weather Services
or vendors. We are actually Broadcast
Meteorologist. We know the weather
that has been in our country, that
means that we follow the weather in
the past and in the future.
We also know about the weather in
other parts of the world, and we
sometimes talk about it to our audi-

We are one more of the infrastructures of our countries. We
make the road bigger when it rains
or snows, because we give people
the information they need to decide whether they go out or stay at
home.
We are a trusted voice and personality in case of severe weather.
We help to create social awareness about climate change and
global warming that can be crucial
for adaptation to the new challenges that the changing weather

will bring to our society in the
future.
We create passion for weather
and science.
Many of us make our living in what
we dreamed to work when we
were children. And this has to be
an important challenge for us.
We need to put on air the best
weather forecast on the most interesting TV programme.
We should explain the weather
and not only the forecast.
Our audience has to find themselves and their needs in the information we offer. Climate and past
weather information is also relevant to the public, at the same
time than the weather forecast.
When we explain the climate, they
also understand about our natural
changing climate and that gives the
audience a view of our responsibility on the global warming.
We have an important role in our
society, let’s play it professionally
and with passion.
*Phenology is the study of the times of
recurring natural phenomena especially
in relation to climate. It is recording
when you heard the first cuckoo or saw
the blackthorn blossom. This can then
be compared with other records.

The IABM only survives through the
funds raised by subscriptions. Have
you paid yours? You can do it on-line
through our website at www.iabm.org
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FUNDIDORA PARK: FUTURE SITE FOR MONTERREY 2007
The Fundidora Park, one of the most emblematic areas of
Monterrey, has been chosen as the site of the Universal Forum
of Cultures. This park is located in what was once an old steel
industry area, the first such in Latin America. The Compañía
Fundidora Monterrey marked
generations of Monterrey residents and not only those who
worked in the plant. Names
like Steel Boulevard, Mining
Space and Steel Lake are all
that are left of the park's industrial past. Aside from the 127
industrial pieces such as the
lathe, drills, saws that are now
displayed as sculptures instead
of pieces of machinery. The old
buildings and industrial structures have adapted to the ways
of the 21st century.
The Fundidora Park is a good
example of the rehabilitation of
the capital of the state Nuevo
León. And also an architectonic, cultural, urban, historic,
social and landmark. Within the
park there are spaces for culture, recreation and sports as
well green spaces, two five-star
hotels and a youth hostel.
In the park's 281 acres there is
also the International Business
Centre, one of the most important buildings in Northern
Mexico and a promoter of
national and international
trade; an exhibition space of
10,000 m2 and a convention
centre with a capacity of 2,500 people. There is also an arts
centre with a photo, art and media gallery.
Furthermore the site of the Forum 2007 includes the Audito-

rium Coca-cola or Fundidora ;one of the most spectacular
spaces in the city, with a capacity of 16,000, the Plaza Sésamo
Park, the Auditorium Carlos Prieto, and the Arena Monterrey,
for sporting and cultural with a 17,000 capacity.
The Lewis Building of some
5000 m2 and seven spaces
under renovation will reach a
total of 6,194 m2.
To the 281 acres some 99 will
be added with the connection
of the Macroplaza to the park.
For the Forum 2007 Monterrey
will redesign the urban layout
by implementing the urban
development plan, Plan Maestro Estratégico de Integración
Urbanística Parque La Pastora,
Fundidora, Macroplaza y Obispado
Currently the city is also studying the use of some natural
spaces for the event, including:
the Chipinque Ecological Park,
the Child Heroes Park, the Río
Santa Catarina Plan or the La
Huasteca Park, an area surrounded by impressive rock
formations, with desert scenery, where concerts will be
held.
The budget for Forum Monterrey 2007 is estimated at about
220 million dollars. 90 million
will be contributed by the Federation, a similar amount will
come from the state government and the rest from sponsors.

"We in Monterrey are ready to go". That is how the promotional video of Forum Monterrey 2007 ends. The capital of Nuevo
León has already got to work on the 2007 edition of the Forum. The Universal Forum of Cultures and Knowledge, will address
of Forum’s Agenda of Principles and Values for 90 days - from September to November 2007. The governor of the State of
Nuevo León, Natividad González Parás, explained yesterday that the Unesco was sympathetic to and understanding of the
changes that Monterrey proposed in order to adapt the characteristics of the Forum to this Mexican city. Hence, the second
edition of this international event, said the governor, "will reduce the duration from five to three months and will take a thematic approach to culture, with a primary chapter on knowledge".
Forum Monterrey 2007 will be run by the government of the state of Nuevo León, of which the current governor is José Natividad González Parás, president of the organizing committee. The seven cities that make up the municipalities of the metropolitan
area of Monterrey have also got involved in the organization of Forum 2007.
The first phase will consist of setting up a Technical Office that will work on operational and conceptual structure of the Monterrey 2007 project. The second phase will be to set up an organizing committee, the president of which will be the governor of
the state and the vice-president of which will be the municipal president of the city of Monterrey. The organization members
will include: representatives of the federal government and state authorities, members of private initiatives, prominent intellectuals from Nuevo Leon, leaders of all state political, directors of NGOs and chairmen of universities and higher studies institutions.
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Weather sayings
In every country there are
weather related saying sometimes
known as ‘Folk Lore’. Below are
some of the best known from
Great Britain. It would be very
interesting to know the sayings
from other countries. They can be
very useful in weather broadcasts
to make a point about a particular
weather condition. Please email
your contribution to
secretary@iabm.org.
Red sky at night, shepherds delight.
Red sky in the morning, shepherds
warning.

When it slowly rises high
All the light sails you may fly.
When the wind is from the south
the rains in its mouth.

February fog means a frost in May.

When rain comes before the wind
Dories, gear and vessel mind;
When wind comes before the rain,
Soon you'll make the set again.

When Windows won't open,
And the salt clogs the shaker,
The weather will favour
The umbrella maker!

If clouds are gathering thick and fast,
Keep sharp look out for sail and mast,
But if they slowly onward crawl,
Shoot your lines, nets and trawl

Seagull, seagull sits on the sand. It's
never good weather when you're on
the land.

The higher the clouds
the better the weather.

A setting red sun means it'll be hot
tomorrow.

Mackerel sky, mackerel sky - never
long wet, never long dry.

If the sun goes pale to bed
'Twill rain tomorrow, it is said.

If it's foggy in the morning
then it'll be a sunny day.

If red the sun begin his race,
Be sure the rain will fall apace.

Rain before seven, clear by eleven

When the glass falls low
Stand by for a blow;

A cold May gives full barns
and empty churchyards.

Rainbow in the morning, travellers take
warning;
rainbow at night, traveller’s delight.

When clouds appear like rocks and
towers,
the earths refreshed with frequent
showers.
The evening red and morning grey
Are sure signs of a fine day,
But the evening grey and the morning
red,
Makes the sailor shake his head.
If the sun goes pale to bed
'Twill rain tomorrow, it is said.

Is it a Crime to Call some Weather Presenters “Meteorologists”
By Paul Gross
Earlier this year, a proposed law was introduced in Texas, one of America’s southern states, that would make it a
crime to call a weather presenter a meteorologist if he or she does not satisfy specific academic criteria. The proposed law (called a “bill” in American government terms) was introduced by Texas Representative Vicki Truitt, a
Republican who serves the citizens of the Dallas-Fort Worth area.
Although many people feel that this bill will not succeed (and it is currently idle and not being considered by the
Texas government), the American Meteorological Society (AMS) sent a letter to Representative Truitt stating that:
1. The Society created an official statement providing a guideline for the use of the term "meteorologist" in
1990, and that the Society continues to feel that this guideline is the most appropriate one for the use of
this term. The AMS guideline acknowledges that some individuals without degrees in atmospheric science
or meteorology may still have achieved, through a combination of academic study and experience, the necessary knowledge base to be referred to as a meteorologist.
2. The Society feels that it is the responsibility of the atmospheric science community to work through its
scientific and professional societies to ensure a common use to the title meteorologist. While the Society
encourages steps that lead to increased professionalism of our field, a law defining the term meteorologist
should only be pursued if the definition is consistent with that supported by the profession itself as provided
in the 1990 AMS statement.
The IABM will carefully monitor this issue and report to you in future issues if anything further develops. In the
meantime, we have put the complete text of the bill on the IABM website www.iabm.org, together with a link to the
WMO’s definition of a Meteorologist.
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The Bill Giles Report
Thoughts of an old forecaster
Meteorological models have advanced tremendously
over the last ten years or so and most of us now
rely on them a
great deal,
certainly for
planning purposes. Gone
are the days,
as a junior
forecaster at
London
Weather Centre, when I sat
down every
working day
to grid the
500 millibar
chart to produce a pre-thickness on which to base
my forecasts for the next 24 hours. In fact, even the
title of the chart has changed to hectopascals! Fortunately one hectopascal equals one millibar! A similar
change in the United Kingdom where degrees Centigrade became degrees Celsius.
I would argue that it is a very brave forecaster who
frequently goes against the big machines after 36 hours, and on balance I am sure the modellers would
win, but that is not necessarily the
case for the first 24 hours and in
particular the next working day, but
to do that we need to go back to
our roots and remember the first
principles of trying to predict the
weather.
First and foremost, assuming the
forecaster has had a good grounding
in meteorology, from just observing
the weather through to the advanced forecasting courses, experience is then of paramount importance. I appreciate that you cannot teach anyone
experience, and that it can only be learned with
time, but there are some ways of speeding up the
time. One way is to allow the junior forecaster, if
possible, to be working closely with a more experienced colleague, and more importantly that they stay
in one place for a long time to get the “feel” of the
local variations in the weather.
Some of the best very short term forecasters in my
country are farmers or inshore fishermen who have

built up knowledge of how the local
topography affects the weather in
their small area, in other words they
are good micro-climate forecasters,
but they will admit to
watching the television
forecasts to get the general picture.
That is why in the United Kingdom it is so
important on the longer forecasts to include
a synoptic chart. In fact local knowledge is
so important that should you move a farmer
from southern England to southern Scotland
and ask him to forecast the weather he
would be at a complete loss.
A former lecturer at the Meteorological
College once told me that if you get the
wind direction (and to a certain extent the speed) correct then you are 70% towards getting the forecast right.
I am not sure that that is quite true, but certainly it is a
very important ingredient. However, you have to be a
little cautious about forecasting the surface winds purely
on the direction of the isobars, and using trajectories
from the mainframe computers is probably a better idea.
So sitting down and drawing hourly synoptic charts;
looking at the
pressure tendencies and constructing isallobaric maps
may seem old fashioned and irrelevant, but under
certain condition
with polar lows
rushing down from
the arctic, or a
deepening depression coming in
from the Atlantic it
can be a very fruitful exercise. If
nothing else it enables the forecaster to check what the
computers are predicting in the short term.
So don’t lose sight of the old fashioned ways, it can actually be fun if you are obsessed by the weather (and if you
are not I would argue that you shouldn’t be in the job)
but after saying that I would not like to go back to the
“black art” days when all we had were a few observations, no computers and not even satellite pictures.
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UP FRONT

Report from Africa by Stephen Quoa
A new baby has been born.
A perpetual flame has been lit in Africa, a
flame which has already started glowing
in most of the regions in Africa. That is
the formation of the Association of Africa
Broadcast Meteorologists.

The AABM has decided to put effective
mechanism in place to ensure regularly
presentation of information to governmental relevant organization and the
public, advising on areas at increased
risk of natural disaster and actions which
could he taken to reduce or mitigate the
potential impacts of such disasters.

Stephen Quao

Already,
half of the
population
in Africa
lives in
shams and
relies on
distant
sources for
their water
supplies.

sources for their water supplies. Example of
these are the drought that hit Namibia, the
bushfire that devastated Ghana in 1983 and
the worst flooding in Mozambique in the past
century which caused severe damages and
the socio- economic, health and environmental condition in large cities, towns and
villages in Africa.

Reports I have received from some of my
colleagues in southern Africa and the listening public in Ghana showed clearly
that the training we had in Spain is yielding the expected results. The Meteorologists in Mozambique, Namibia, Togo and
Benin have shown great interest.
In this regard, pragmatic efforts or steps
have been put in place to achieve the
vision I had outlined in the December edition of the Up Front, to create a healthy
and better society .
Barcelona ’2004’ was historic and will
continue to print on our minds weather
and climate related natural disaster continue to cause loss of life, contaminate
food and water reserves and results in
destruction of building and public
infrastructure especially in Africa.

The Association hopes to have up to date
personal records for all members in the
Association and those who are yet to be contacted. After that, a working document will
be formulated. This will include the name of
the association, names of elected members
of the steering committee which will be representative of all the different groupings in
Africa.
All these will then be forwarded to the international body for endorsement.
Attempts are also being made to organize
the first ever regional seminar for members.
This is likely to come on either towards the
end of this year.
The main agenda if agreed on by the committee members will include a reflection on
the activities of the IABM, Barcelona in ret-

As we are all aware, the management of weather and climate risks is
multidimensional and involves close
co-ordination between international
organizations and government urgencies.

The landmark of
Barcelona

In this regard, the Association of Africa Broadcast Meteorologists (AABM)
has planned to protect lives against
such extreme events. This is hoped
to be done through the international exchange of data and the products of regional and global data set and climate
atlases.
Already, half of the population in Africa
lives in shams and relies on distant

rospect and the way forward. In this regard,
we expect the IABM to endorse a more deliberate approach on the matter to achieve a
strong awareness and the use of Media Meteorology in climate change adaptation and a
possible programme to inaugurate the Association.
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The Association Committee

Chairman
Tomas Molina

Ordinary Member

Vice Chairman
Claire Martin

Ordinary Member
Inge Niedek

Secretary
Bill Giles OBE

Ordinary Member
Paul Gross

Treasurer
Gerald Fleming

Ordinary Member
Dieter Walsh

Publications
John Teather

Ordinary Member - Tammy
Garrison

African
Representative
Stephen Quoa

Back Page Comment - Anjelika Oganesyan from Armenia - our newest member
First of all I would like to introduce
my country. Armenia is a country of
long historical-cultural background
located in the Southern Caucasus.
The population of the country
amounts to 3.75 mln. This is a
mountainous country with 29800
km2 territory, a country of hills,
mountain ridges, and plateaus. The
climate here is characterized by a
large variety conditioned by a complex relief. All types of climate, from
dry subtropical to highly cold mountainous are observed in the territory of Armenia. Among the dangerous hydro meteorological phenomena observed in Armenia are the
floods, droughts, heavy precipitations, frosts, hails and strong winds.
Under such climate conditions the
weather forecast and its dissemination is of big importance. Recognizing this importance the State Hydromet Service was founded in 1932
though weather observations were
carried out long before, i.e. begin-

ning of the 19th century. Currently
all the data and information are
available in State Hydromet Service
data bank.

created for our specialists to become acquainted with the experience, skills and technologies of
other countries. In 1997 I participated in training seminar on Mass
Media and presentation of weather
on TV. The seminar was organized
by WMO and held on BBC. Shortly
after my return Meteo-TV company
was founded in 1998 as a public
organization and started as a part of
State of Hydromet Service. Primarily
it was oriented at weather forecast
provision to the audience in a more
or less acceptable production formatting. State Hydromet Service put
100 square meters at the disposal of
Meteo-TV for the implementation of
the project. This was the very first
step as there was no equipment,
and the works were implemented
by the rented technology for a once
a week weather forecast, revising
In 1992 Armenia became WMO
the past week and providing prelimimember. This fact influenced
strongly the Hydromet activities due nary information for the week to
come. The technical assistance of
to more extensive exchange of information, as well as the possibility WMO in 1999 made possible daily
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AccuWeather
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forecasts for 2-3 TV channels
to be made. However, the
equipment was not supposed
to provide web-site production and
maintenance, radio broadcasting and
lacked
video editing software; it
was, thus
to say,
“noncapture
system”. It
was a significant
obstacle on
the way to
the aim of
venture, i.e. the best possible
weather provision to the
public.
Later on, Meteo-TV obtained
video editing equipment in
SVHS and BetaCam SP formatting, which corresponded
to that of the technology
provided by WMO. This
enlarged the possibilities of
the Company and afforded
preparation of daily weather
forecasts for 11 TV and 8
radio stations considering
the originality, design and
stylistic requirements of any
and each channel.
The situation is quite different now. SVHS formatting
gave in for DV Cam and this
is the most commonly used
formatting in media of television in Armenia today. The
equipment of Meteo-TV
does not correspond to the
television standards of the
region. The technical support
in this sphere is very desirable and would be of great

importance for operative
information provision and a
higher quality production.
Besides, the weather forecasts are being recorded on

tape and delivered to the
broadcasters. We do not
have possibilities and means
for live broadcast. However,
Meteo-TV staff works constantly with enthusiasm,
sparing no efforts for the
improvement of the weather
reports, ways of forecast
presentation, images of
weather presenters, etc.
During the last years the
number of staff members
grew from 3 to 20. Being
involved actively in foundation of Meteo-TV and hiring
of the staff and having in
mind all that I’ve learned
during the seminar on Mass
Media and presentation of
weather on TV and really
recognizing the role of
weather presenters, I’ve
founded Weather presenters
Mastership School at Meteo
TV. This is a very important
stage to the best possible
way of weather broadcast in
favor of viewing, listening and
web-accessing public. Now, I
would say, that my participa-

tion in the First World Conference on Broadcast Meteorology in Barcelona, Spain,
during 31st May to 5th June,
2004 was very interesting
and helpful. This
was another
opportunity to
improve
my skills
as a professional
meteorologist
and a
weather
presenter
on TV
and radio
as well as
for transfer of the knowledge obtained to other weather presenters working in MeteoTV.
Taking the opportunity, I
would like to thank IABM
and Mr. Gerald Fleming for
the support provided to me
for the participation in the
training course and conference and my special thanks
to Bill Giles and John
Teather, skillful professionals,
whom I met also at Mass
Media and presentation of
weather on TV in BBC, in
London, for their inexhaustible energy and humor that
helped us during those three
hard working days of the
training. I also express my
congratulations to Tomas
Molina for taking the chair of
IABM. As a representative
from a developing country, I
hope that our co-operation
with IABM will be useful and
effective for our further activities.

The Editor is pleased to receive articles for publication in the magazine from
whatever source.
Please email to secretary @iabm.org

